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About This Game

Become the self-proclaimed best detective in the world in “Detective Hank and the Golden Sneeze”, a steampunk themed,
interactive whodunnit visual-novel with a different culprit on each playthrough! You play as Hank, tasked with finding the

culprit who stole the Golden Sneeze.

Features of the game

High replay value; multiple people who could have stolen the Golden Sneeze.

Multiple ways for the story to run

Alternative paths for Detective Hank to take, all with different clues

A total of 9 different endings, depending on your wits

A steampunk world captured in cartoon art by Studio Enalya

Atmosphere brought to life with a unique soundtrack by upcoming music talent Storytime Symphony

Make your brain work in this puzzle adventure and solve the mystery of who stole the Golden Sneeze!
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Title: Detective Hank and the Golden Sneeze
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Obsessive Science Games
Publisher:
Obsessive Science Games
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 2Ghz Single Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB video card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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detective hank and the golden sneeze

It's skiing, and the gameplay is pretty good. However, I don't think there's enough content to keep your hooked to justify the
price tag if you're the only one playing.. Puzzling simplicity. um... hello? devs? anyone there? :/ it seems like i'm the only one
here... Looks simple, but it is ultimately a bit complex. Still, I'd recommend this game for nostalgic JRPG players or people who
just want to sit back, relax, and play a game thats placid, especially with the audio track.. Horizontal Shumps are scarce. Do add
this game to your collection its a great astro port shump game
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I tried the demo, played a few videos, and was quite impressed with it.
I had a few other Media-Players installed on my computer, but right away I could notice better crispness, clarity and an overall
greater quality of the video and audio that I see and hear with Zoom Player. I like the simplicity and intuitive feel of the
controls, yet there are still a lot of options available that I can experiment with and set things to how I like. This will now be my
default Media Player, and I'm glad to have bought the full version to help support the Developers of this high-quality software.

For a full list of features and comparisons of the different versions of Zoom Player, visit the following page: 
http:\/\/inmatrix.com\/zplayer\/pro\/versions_home8.shtml

PS: As for the argument I see from some, "Why buy Zoom Player when there's plenty of free media-players available?".... Well,
call me strange, but I like to help support the Developers of programs I enjoy and use.

Yes, there's free media-players out there, but they also tend to have a "Donate" option some place on their website or an option
to upgrade to a Pro version. Plus, there's also a free-version of Zoom-Player that can be downloaded as well.. This is a very good
deal if you arent high enough level\/stats or u aren't in a guild and can't really utilize keys you can have people pay you to open
Tomes and tip you at the end based on loot drops etc. The Ambrosia alone is worth around 10$ making this deal quite the deal.
Each of those keys are 2.50$ each, Backpacks 1$ and each dye is around 1-1.50$. This is a great way to get ur pet leveled. I still
need a heal Mheal pet, I am only going for humanoid eggs now since they guarnteed have heal.. The game released to a sound of
applause from the indie community, and had a kick♥♥♥♥♥soundtrack to go with it. Many bugs on initial release but time
would fix things.

3 years on and not a single bug has been fixed. No replies from the developers, and the result is a mildly repetitive game that
you can enjoy for a couple of hours at most. Simple mechanic changes and a round of bug fixes would give this game a good
shelf life, but it seems the devs were more interested in a cash grab.

Do not buy this game. Support the artist, buy the album, and potentially play Audiosurf 2 with it instead.. It's like Myst except
they forgot to put puzzles in.. This game is Crap!!!!!!!! A lot of the physics based mechanics are bad. The magnets do not work
at all. The only game like this worth getting is the "Incredible Toon Machine". Ive sent emails to this company with no answer.
DO NOT WASTE YOUR TIME WITH THIS GAME.. Broken controls, no optimization. Absolutely terrible I'm sorry. Instant
catastrophe. Got a refind after 8 minutes of playing.
Ok not trying to be a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but since you want and need constructive feedback, here it is:
Move character with head movement, or show 3d body.. This game is incredibly enjoyable. The challenges are difficult enough
to be frustrating and easy enough that it keeps your interest and doesn't seem hopeless. 1.5 hours in one session so far, and we're
not done yet!. This game have a good start since it still CBT and many thing need to be done. but hey it same with PUBG at that
time. Just give it time. This game's been completely abandoned. Released in July, abandoned in August. Don't bother.
Disappointed.
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